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Abstract—This paper proposes a new application for a Battery
Energy Storage System (BESS) connected at distribution level. It
consists of controlling the BESS in such a way that the net active
and reactive powers entering the distribution network matches
as closely as possible the response of a dynamic equivalent model
of the latter, used in large-disturbance dynamic simulations of
the transmission system. Thus, the BESS compensates for the
inevitable inaccuracies of the equivalent, which can be used
with higher guarantee of accuracy. The battery is supposed to
be available for other purposes at the main substation of the
distribution grid. Its active and reactive powers are controlled
without resorting to any model of that grid. Simulations results
are reported on the CIGRE MV test system. Good performances
are found in response to disturbances of various severities.

Index Terms—Active distribution network, Battery energy
storage system, Dynamic equivalent, Inverter-based generator

I. INTRODUCTION

With the growing presence of Inverter-Based Generators
(IBG) connected at distribution level, the modelling of active
distribution networks (ADNs) shows up more and more chal-
lenging. Recent works have been devoted to deriving reduced-
order dynamic models of ADNs that can be used by Trans-
mission System Operators (TSOs) in dynamic simulations of
their systems subject to large disturbances (e.g. [1]–[5]). The
focus in this paper is on “grey-box” equivalents. Since large
disturbances are of concern, measured system responses are
scarce, and a simulation-based approach is used to optimally
adjust the parameters of the equivalent.

However, as emphasized in [1], [2], ADN models are
affected by uncertainty, which leads to inevitable discrepancies
between the response of the equivalent and that of the real
ADN. This paper explores a new approach to this problem.
It takes advantage of the growing use of BESS at distribution
level. Indeed, the BESS technology is constantly evolving and
several applications to ADNs have become a reality, such
as primary frequency control provision [6], flexible power
management [7] or participation in voltage regulation [8]. One
step further, Ref. [9] proposes a real-time control of a BESS
for concurrent primary frequency and local voltage regulation.

The idea developped in this paper can be summarized as
follows. In the event of a large disturbance in the transmission
system, the BESS is controlled in such a way that the
power entering the distribution grid follows the equivalent
ADN model as closely as possible. The outcome is that
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Fig. 1: Overall configuration of the proposed BESS control

the equivalent can be used in dynamic simulations of the
transmission system with higher guarantee of accuracy. Since
the BESS is called to respond to infrequent large disturbances
and over short periods of time, the energy used is small. Yet, to
minimize the use of the battery for this particular application,
it is in the interest of the DSO that the best possible equivalent
is used. In other words, the BESS would increase the reliability
of the equivalent model, with an incentive to improve the
quality of the latter to minimize the use of the battery.

With this new application, the parameters of the equivalent
could be updated less frequently (in response to distribution
network evolutions or changing operating conditions), since
the BESS would be able to compensate for the inaccuracies of
the equivalent with respect to the real system behaviour (which
in any case is not known exactly). Of course, because of its
limited capacity, there will be some point where the BESS will
no longer be able to compensate for the inaccuracies of the
equivalent, and the latter must be updated in order the BESS
to provide the expected service.

The overall configuration is sketched in Fig. 1. The active
and reactive powers (Pt, Qt) flowing out of the distribution
transformer are measured, as well as the voltage phasor
V̄ = V ejδ at its Medium Voltage (MV) bus. P fltrt and Qfltrt

are the active and reactive power output of a filter accounting
for measurements delay and smoothing. In response to a dis-
turbance in the transmission system (detected by a significant
change in V ), the response of the equivalent is simulated in
real time using the measured MV voltage phasor V̄m. A Phasor
Measurement Unit (PMU) is needed for that purpose since
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Fig. 2: Model of the BESS controller and converter

it is required to account for the change in both magnitude
and phase angle of the voltage to accurately simulate the
response of the equivalent. The simulated powers Pme and Qme
along with the measured powers P fltrt and Qfltrt are used
to control the BESS active Pb (resp. reactive Qb) power to
satisfy P fltrt ≈ Pme and Qfltrt ≈ Qme . The controller takes
into account the maximum current of the converter and other
limits. Note that it does not use any model of the ADN.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
details the BESS controller and converter models. The set up
of the simulations is outlined in Section III. Simulation results
on a variant of the CIGRE MV test system [10] are presented
in Section IV. A summary and concluding remarks are offered
in Section V.

II. MODELLING THE BESS, ITS CONVERTER AND ITS
CONTROLLER

The model of the BESS converter is presented in block-
diagram form in Fig. 2. The DC part of the DC/AC converter
is not modeled since it is not relevant for the range of dynamics
considered here [11]. Instead, the DC voltage is assumed to
remain constant. This allows the converter to independently
control the active and reactive powers [12].

The inputs vx and vy are the projections of the phasor of
the BESS terminal voltage on the rotating reference axes (x, y)
used in phasor-mode simulation [13]. The outputs ix and iy
are the corresponding projections of the phasor of the current
injected by the BESS.

The time constant Tm accounts for the voltage magnitude
measurement delay, while Tg is the time constant of the con-

verter current regulator [14]. ioP (resp. ioQ) is the initial value
of the active (resp. reactive) current, before the disturbance
occurrence. The dynamics of the fast electronic components
are not considered.

Figure 2 also shows the BESS controller. It simply consists
of two Proportional-Integral (PI) controllers, one for the active
power and the other for the reactive power. Their outputs ∆iP
and ∆iQ (corresponding to C in Fig. 1) are corrections added
to ioP and ioQ to obtain the current orders iordp and iordQ .

A. Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)

The PLL provides an estimate θPLL of the terminal voltage
phase angle. This is needed to give to the injected current
the proper phase angle with respect to that voltage. The PLL
model is generic but allows to account for a nonzero response
time. It is the same model as the one presented in [15].

B. Current limits

While controlling the active and reactive powers, the output
current must not exceed the converter limit Inom. To this
purpose the active and reactive currents are upper limited to:

IPmax = PflagInom + (1− Pflag)
√
I2nom − (iordQ )2 (1)

IQmax = Pflag

√
I2nom − (iordP )2 + (1− Pflag)Inom (2)

respectively, where Pflag is a binary parameter that gives
priority to either the active or the reactive current. In the former
case, Pflag = 1, while in the latter case, Pflag = 0.

Since the BESS powers can flow in both directions, the
active and reactive currents are lower limited symmetrically,
i.e.:

IPmin = −IPmax IQmin = −IQmax. (3)

In addition to the converter current, the power P dcBESS
delivered by the battery is also limited according to [6]:

P dcBESS ≤ P dcBESS,max (4)

where P dcBESS is the sum of the converter active power output
and internal losses:

P dcBESS = P acBESS + P loss

= P acBESS + (1− η)
√
P ac

2

BESS +Qac
2

BESS (5)

with η being the converter efficiency. In a first approximation,
an ideal converter (η = 1) is assumed, which yields:

iP =
P acBESS
Vbm

' P dcBESS
Vbm

(6)

and the limits finally applied to the active current are:

IfPmax = min(IPmax,
P dcBESS,max

Vbm
) (7)

IfPmin = max(IPmin,−
P dcBESS,max

Vbm
) (8)

where Vbm is the voltage magnitude measured by the BESS
(see Fig. 2).
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C. Battery state of charge

The State of Charge (SoC) of the battery is explicitly
represented as shown in Fig. 2. P dcBESS is the power delivered
by the battery, the time constant T is the rated maximum
charging/discharging time.

This part of the model may also affect the value of Ipmin
if SoC > SoCmax (resp. the value of IPmax if SoC <
SoCmin). When the SoC reaches one of its limits, the bound
IfPmax or IfPmin in (7, 8) is set to zero. This is integrated in
the CURRENT LIMITS block in Fig. 2, which receives SoC as
an input. SoCmin and SoCmax are set to typical values, i.e.
20 % and 80 %, respectively [11].

D. Resetting the SoC of the BESS

Using the BESS to approach the dynamic response of an
equivalent model should not affect the other services it is
expected to provide, such as power balancing, contribution to
frequency control, etc. [6], [7]. Furthermore, the BESS should
be prepared to face the next disturbance.

Therefore, once the system has settled to (quasi-)steady
state, it is desirable to restore the SoC of the BESS to its
pre-disturbance value. This reset must be smooth to avoid
disturbing the ADN and, to some extent, the transmission
system. One option is to have the SoC restored before the
load tap changer starts acting on the distribution transformer
ratio, in order to avoid interactions with that device.

This action is carried out by a separate controller that
computes the variation of the energy stored in the BESS due
to its dynamic contribution (Pb), i.e. :

∆E(t) =

∫ t

tdis

(Pb(τ)− Pb(tdis)) dτ (9)

where tdis is the time of the disturbance occurrence. To slowly
steer ∆E back to zero (and, hence, restore the SoC), an
integral controller uses ∆E as input and adds its output to
the active current order iordP , as shown in Fig. 2). At the same
time, u is reset to zero to disable the BESS control based on
power flows.

E. Control triggering and locking

To avoid undesired repeated solicitations, the BESS should
not react to the small voltage variations that accompany
load changes, maneuvers, generator voltage adjustments, trans-
former tap changes, etc. On the contrary, it reacts to more
severe disturbances in the transmission grid, such as faults,
which are detected through significant variations of Vbm.

To this purpose, the TRIGGER AND LOCK block in Fig. 2: (i)
keeps the controller idle as long as Vbm remains in a deadband
[Vref − ε Vref + ε] where Vref is a reference voltage and ε
a tolerance; (ii) triggers the control as soon as Vbm leaves
the deadband and (iii) keeps the controller active, whatever
the subsequent voltage evolution, until it is reset as previously
described.

The output u of the block is a binary variable with value 0
when the controller is idle, and 1 when it is active. Through

A

B

C

D

Vbm

u0 1

Vref + ε

tdb t

Vref− ε

Vbm

Fig. 3: TRIGGER AND LOCK block of the BESS controller

the multipliers (see Fig. 2), u = 0 forces the inputs of the PI
controllers to zero and hence ∆iP = ∆iQ = 0.

The above features are modelled with the hysteresis block
shown in Fig. 3. The right diagram shows how u changes for
the voltage evolution shown in the left plot. The initial voltage
is inside the deadband; the corresponding operating point is
A. The voltage leaves the deadband at time tdb, causing u
to change from 0 to 1 (point B), at which it remains locked.
The minimum and maximum voltage deviations correspond to
points C and D, respectively. A similar transition takes place
if Vbm > Vref + ε.

III. SET UP OF THE SIMULATIONS

A. Voltage phasor measurement process

Taking into account the voltage measurement process by
a Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) is somewhat delicate.
Indeed, the model is to be used in large-disturbance sim-
ulations. While a PMU is a highly accurate power system
instrument, its accuracy is considerably impacted by the errors
in instrumentation channels (instrument transformers, control
cables, attenuators, etc.) and system imbalances [16]. Accuracy
is further deteriorated in dynamic conditions (in particular
if power-electronics interfaced devices are involved) [16].
Furthermore, as outlined in the next section, simulations are
performed under the phasor approximation. Faithful simula-
tions of a PMU signal processing algorithm should rely on
electromagnetic transients simulations of the voltage “wave”.

Having in mind that the focus here is on demonstrating the
concept of BESS control, a simple model of the voltage phasor
measurement process (block PMU in Fig. 1) was adopted. It
accounts for the smoothing of the PMU outputs aimed at
avoiding outlier phasors during transients. A weighted moving
average filter is applied to V̄ = vx+jvy to produce the filtered
voltage phasor:

V̄m = Vm 6 δm =

N−1∑
i=0

wi [vx(t− i∆t) + jvy(t− i∆t)] (10)

where N is the time window length and wi the weight
assigned to the i-th sample. Both N and the wi’s were tuned
to reduce measurement delays without deteriorating noise
rejection. More details and examples of performance can be
found in [17] (Appendix D).
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B. Phasor-mode simulation

Simulations were performed with the phasor-mode time-
domain simulation software RAMSES, whose solver is detailed
in [18]. Due to the presence of small delays, the time step size
used to integrate the differential-algebraic equations was set to
the low value of 1 ms.

Both the full (unreduced) ADN and its (reduced-order)
equivalent are simulated in parallel. The simulation of the
equivalent mimics a real-time simulator whose purpose is to
generate the Pme and Qme values (see Fig. 1). This real-time
simulator is assumed to have a negligible computing time,
so that no associated delay is considered. This is acceptable
considering the small size of the equivalent model.

A separate “discrete controller” implements the weighted
moving-average filter of Eq. (10). The term discrete controller
refers to a piece of code that is executed at the end of each
time step. It updates the value of the voltage phasor V̄m every
5 ms.

The BESS controller is also simulated through a discrete
controller that updates the ∆iP and ∆iQ commands every
5 ms. To that purpose, the PI controller equations are imple-
mented in discrete-time form.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Test system and its equivalent

The simulations were perfomed on a variant of the CIGRE
MV Distribution Network Benchmark [10]. Its one-line dia-
gram is shown in the left part of Fig. 4. A BESS (shown in
red) has been connected to the main substation.

The model includes static and motor loads as well as
IBGs. The large-capacity IBGs have low-voltage ride-through
and reactive current injection capabilities, while the small
residential IBGs have not and disconnect if their terminal
voltage falls below 0.8 pu.

The uncertainty affecting the parameters of the model was
assessed as detailed in [1], [2], [17]. Monte-Carlo (MC)
simulations involving randomized values of the parameters
were carried out, from which the time-varying averages and
variances of the active (resp. reactive) power PDN (resp.
QDN ) (see Fig. 1) were extracted.

The ADN equivalent is shown in the right part of Fig. 4.
Its components and the identification of its parameters were
detailed in [1], [2], [17]. It was tuned to approach the average
response of the ADN, obtained from the MC simulations. Note
that the equivalent accounts for the disconnection of residential
IBGs in low voltage conditions.

To deal with a case where the BESS is expected to sig-
nificantly compensate for the inaccuracy of the equivalent,
a parameter set was selected yielding a response of the
unreduced ADN model rather “far” from the average evolution
used to tune the equivalent.

B. Parameters of the BESS converter and controller

The filter with inputs Pt and Qt and outputs P fltrt and
Qfltrt (see Fig. 1) has been modelled by a first-order transfer
function with a time constant Tfltr of 10 ms.

Pt, Qt

Small-Capacity IBG:
No fault-ride-through
No reactive current

injection

Large-Capacity IBGs:
Fault-ride-through
Reactive current

injection

BESS

V̄

Rb

Xb

Rc

Xc

V̄MV

Pe/Qe

V̄LV

IBG

V̄tr(t)

IBG

Fig. 4: Modified CIGRE MV Distribution Network Bench-
mark: unreduced ADN (left) and its equivalent (right)

In pre-disturbance conditions, the BESS produces
Pb(0) = 2 MW and Qb(0) = 1 Mvar. This may account for
other services that the BESS is providing. It leads to nonzero
iPo and iQo values (see Fig. 2), which are assumed to remain
constant throughout the simulation.

The time constant Tg of the BESS converter (see Fig. 2) has
been set to 20 ms. The parameters of the BESS PI controllers
(see Fig. 2) have been adjusted to achieve good performances
in response to multiple disturbances. As regards the model
in Fig. 3, ε has been set to 0.05 pu and Vref to 1 pu. The
deadband is thus [0.95 1.05] pu.

C. Simulation of a voltage dip followed by a phase jump

The performance of the BESS control is assessed in re-
sponse to a voltage dip of 0.8 pu lasting for 100 ms, followed
by a voltage phase jump of −10 deg. Both are applied to the
voltage on the transmission side of the transformer. Further-
more, the post-disturbance voltage magnitude is slightly lower
than its pre-disturbance value. This sequence is representative
of a short-circuit in the transmission grid, cleared by normal
protections opening a loaded transmission line.

The evolutions of, respectively, the voltage magnitudes V
and Vm and the phase angles δ and δm are shown in Fig. 5.
As desired, the model of the voltage phasor measurement
process (see Section III) introduces a small delay, after which
the magnitude and phase angle are accurately tracked. At
t = 0.1 s, when the voltage magnitude drops, δ starts
decreasing, while when the magnitude recovers, at t = 0.2 s,
the reverse evolution of δ is canceled by the imposed phase
jump of −10 deg, resulting in a further decrease of 4 deg.

The voltage dip triggers and locks the BESS controller, as
explained in Section II-E.

The evolution of the active power, without and with BESS
control, as well as the active power delivered by the BESS are
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Fig. 5: Voltage dip followed by phase jump: evolution of: (a)
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shown in Figs. 6a to 6c. Figure 6a compares the evolutions
of Pe and Pt in the absence of the proposed BESS control.
It is recalled that Pt is the power entering the real ADN
(see Fig. 1), whose model is not known accurately. Pe is the
corresponding power flow in the equivalent, which would be
used by the TSO in its dynamic simulations. The figure shows
that the evolution of Pt does not well match that of Pe. On the
other hand, when the BESS controller is active, Pt is much
closer to Pe, as can be seen in Fig. 6b. The active power Pb
produced by the BESS is shown in Fig. 6c. It is observed that
the BESS generates active power oscillations to compensate
for the oscillatory discrepancies between Pe and Pt.

The evolution of P fltrt and Pme are shown in Fig. 6d. Both
powers are identified in Fig. 1. Pme is the power entering the
ADN, determined by the real-time simulation of the ADN
equivalent; it includes the delay induced by the filter (10).
The BESS is controlled to bring |P fltrt − Pme | to zero.

Similar observations are made on the reactive powers. The
evolutions of Qt and Qe, respectively without and with the
BESS contoller are shown in Fig. 7. The proposed control
brings Qt significantly closer to Qe, thereby making the
equivalent more accurate.

D. An indicator of accuracy of the equivalent

In this section, two instances of the ADN model differing
by the values of its parameters are considered. The first one,
denoted by ADN A, shows up a power response close to that
of the equivalent. The second one, denoted ADN B, has been
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Fig. 6: Evolutions of active powers

considered in the previous section. Thus, in the former case
the equivalent is accurate while in the latter case it is less.

A severe voltage dip is now considered, in which the
transmission voltage drops by 0.7 pu for 250 ms before
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Fig. 7: Evolution of reactive powers

recovering its pre-fault value.
Figure 8 shows the active power produced by the BESS

dealing with ADN A and ADN B, respectively. Expectedly,
the variation of active power (with respect to Pb(0)) is larger
for ADN B.

The latter variation can be used in an indicator of accuracy
of the equivalent with respect to the real system (whose exact
model is not known). This indicator of accuracy is computed
as:

εP =

√
1

tfin − tact

∫ tfin

tact

(Pb(τ)− Pb(tact))2 dτ (11)

where tact is the time when the BESS contribution is activated
and tfin the time when the BESS returns to steady state. εP
is expressed in MW.

If, for a given disturbance, εP exceeds some threshold, it
is an indication that the equivalent should be updated. This
is in the interest of both the DSO and the TSO. The former
avoids an excessive contribution of the battery while the latter
benefits from a more reliable ADN model.

In the example of Fig. 8, considering that tact = 0.1 s and
tfin = 1.1 s, the value of εP is 0.69 MW for ADN A and
0.81 MW for ADN B. This represents a 17.4 % increase of
the battery contribution when the distribution system obeys
the model given by ADN B, for which the equivalent is less
accurate.
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εP reflects the accuracy of the equivalent in terms of active
power response. A similar indicator is obtained for reactive
power by substituting Qb to Pb in Eq. (11).

E. Restoring of the BESS SoC

As explained in Section II-D the BESS reset is aimed at
steering ∆E back to zero when the transients have died out.

The corresponding simulation results are shown in Fig. 9.
They relate to ADN B and the severe voltage dip of Sec-
tion IV-D. At time t = 5 s, when power flows Pt and Qt have
reached steady values, the reset process starts. ∆E increases
progressively and reaches zero after 20 s. Figure 9 also shows
the evolution of Pb. In the specific scenario, Pb must be
increased to restore the SoC of the BESS.

F. BESS response with current limit

In the previous simulations, the BESS current was not
limited. To activate the limitation, the nominal apparent power
of the BESS has been reduced to 5 MVA. The results hereafter
relate to ADN B and the severe voltage dip of Section IV-D.

Figure 10a shows the evolution of Pe (the reference) and
Pt for three settings of the BESS controller: current limit
ignored, priority to active current and priority to reactive
current, respectively. The plots zoom on the time interval
immediately after voltage recovery. The corresponding results
for reactive power are shown in Fig. 10b.

In this scenario, the active power response is little impacted
by the choice of priority. This is due to the fact that the
correction ∆iP is small at the time the upper bound IPmax
is decreased according to Eq. (1) (where Pflag = 0). The
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Fig. 10: Evolution of BESS powers when current gets limited

reactive power is more noticeably impacted and, as expected,
Qt gets closer to Qe when priority is given to reactive current.

Figure 10a shows a paradox: the discrepancy between Pe
and Pt is larger without than with current limit. This is due to
the delay between P fltrt and Pme at voltage recovery, leading
to an undesirable large correction ∆iP , avoided when current
limits are taken into account.

V. CONCLUSION

A new application has been proposed for a BESS connected
to a distribution grid. It consists in controlling its active and
reactive powers so that, after a large enough disturbance,
the net power entering the distribution grid evolves with the
distribution voltage as closely as possible to the response
provided by an equivalent.

The latter is a reduced-order model used in simulations
of the transmission system. The overall objective is to com-
pensate for inevitable inaccuracies of that model and, hence,
increase the reliability of those simulations.

The BESS control involves the measurement of the distri-
bution voltage phasor, a real-time simulation of the equivalent
response, PI controllers adjusting the BESS active and reactive
current orders, current limiters obeying either active or reactive
power priority, and a slow energy reset control. The BESS does
not react to voltage variations below some threshold.

Simulation results show good performance of the proposed
control, while accounting for delays in the control loop.

By compensating for the inaccuracies of the equivalent, the
proposed control allows less frequent updates of the latter.

Nevertheless, an indicator of accuracy is available to point
out situations where the equivalent should be updated, thereby
avoiding excessive use of the BESS.

Further developments of the proposed concept should rely
on electromagnetic transients simulations and hardware-in-the-
loop tests.
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